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Introduction

Implant-based reconstruction remains the most common 
form of breast reconstruction in the United States today (1). 
Subpectoral implant reconstruction has been considered 
the standard of care in the 21st century, given concerns 
regarding complications associated with prepectoral 
implant placement. Since its original description in  
1981 (2), techniques have been modified with the 
introduction of newer generation implants and expanders 
as well as the advancement of extirpative techniques from 
total to skin and nipple-preserving mastectomies (3,4). The 
advent of dual plane reconstruction using acellular dermal 

matrix (ADM) (5,6), and later mesh (7-9) further decreased 
the morbidity of total submuscular coverage requiring 
serratus muscle and/or fascia elevation. These advances 
also facilitated increased intraoperative tissue expander 
fill volumes along with improved lower pole aesthetics 
and the ability to offer single-stage immediate implant 
reconstruction (10). 

Recently, prepectoral reconstruction has been revisited in 
a new light. Several advancements in both mastectomy and 
reconstructive techniques have allowed safe and efficacious 
subcutaneous implant placement. Refinements in skin-
sparing and nipple-sparing mastectomy have maximized 
the amount of tissue that can be safely preserved while 
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maintaining oncologic safety whereas the introduction of 
ADM and form-stable implants have minimized rates of 
capsular contracture and further facilitated the attainment 
of an aesthetic reconstruction by improving pocket control 
and implant positioning (11). Technologic advancements 
in perfusion monitoring, such as with indocyanine green 
angiography, have improved our ability to assess the 
viability of skin flaps and better select cases appropriate for 
subcutaneous implant placement. Fat grafting is an equally 
critical component of prepectoral reconstruction that 
increases the thickness of soft tissue flaps while minimizing 
the palpability and visibility of implants to enhance aesthetic 
outcomes.

As techniques and technology evolve, the number of 
reconstructive choices for patients and plastic surgeons 
continues to increase. Treatment must be individualized 
for each patient. Despite there often being more than 
one appropriate reconstructive option, choosing the best 
procedure requires a thorough understanding of the benefits 
and drawbacks of different techniques with regards to each 
specific patient and procedure. Subpectoral and prepectoral 
implant-based breast reconstruction can both provide 
excellent results; however, understanding the limitations 
and ideal applications of each technique will allow the 
surgeon to optimize outcomes and minimize complications.

Subpectoral breast reconstruction

Total submuscular and dual-plane breast reconstruction 
with ADM have both demonstrated low complication 
rates and proved successful reconstructive modalities 
when utilized appropriately (12). Total submuscular 
techniques, with implant placement under the pectoralis 
muscle and serratus muscle and/or fascia have traditionally 
been perceived to be the “safest” with regards to rates of 
postoperative complications such as seroma, infection and 
implant loss (13-16). Limited expansion of the inferior pole 
to mimic the natural curvature of the breast (17) as well 
as additional morbidity with serratus elevation led to the 
introduction of dual-plane procedures.

A variety of options for dual-plane implant placement 
currently exist, most commonly utilizing an adjunctive 
scaffold, such as ADM or mesh, to define the inframammary 
fold, provide inferolateral implant support and contour, 
as well as preventing window shading of the pectoralis 
muscle. The use of ADM and mesh has also allowed 
for larger pocket sizes to facilitate direct-to-implant  
reconstruction (10). Prospective studies have shown similar 

rates of complications among ADM-assisted and non-ADM 
implant reconstructions (18), though long-term capsular 
contracture rates with ADM-assisted reconstruction remain 
very low (19). Overall, more minimally invasive muscular 
dissections, advances in the technology of adjunctive 
materials and implants, and refinements in mastectomy 
techniques have yielded low complication rates and 
high patient satisfaction with the different variations of 
subpectoral implant reconstruction (12,20,21). 

Prepectoral reconstruction

Prepectoral breast reconstruction techniques have recently 
become “re-popularized” as a less-invasive alternative 
to subpectoral breast reconstruction. Purported benefits 
include reduced pain and minimization of animation 
deformity. Compared to initial descriptions, critical 
technical advances, including refined ablative procedures, 
form stable prostheses, biologic and synthetic matrices/
mesh, and adjunctive fat transfer procedures, have facilitated 
the re-introduction of subcutaneous implant-based breast 
reconstruction.

Initially, prepectoral breast reconstruction was reported 
in small series that employed both immediate implant 
and two-stage expander reconstructions using a variety of 
ADMs and meshes with low complications rates (22-26). 
These outcomes have been confirmed in larger multicenter 
trials (27). While surgical procedures vary, the majority of 
techniques utilize some form of ADM or mesh to control 
implant position, tailor the implant pocket and mitigate 
excessive pressure from implants on inferior mastectomy 
flaps. Most commonly this involves either an anterior sling 
(28-30) or a complete implant wrap (31-33). Prepectoral 
implant reconstruction without ADM or mesh has also been 
reported with low complications rates (34).

Comparative studies between prepectoral and subpectoral 
reconstruction have demonstrated similar acute and 
subacute complications rates (3,29,30,35-39). Importantly, 
rates of capsular contracture with ADM use have remained 
low (36). Preliminary results on cosmetic and patient-
reported outcomes are promising (36,38), though further 
long-term studies are needed.

Preoperative considerations

Patient selection

Proper patient selection is absolutely critical for success 
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in prepectoral reconstruction (40). As implants are 
placed beneath the skin and subcutaneous tissue, with 
no intervening vascularized muscle layer, all efforts must 
be made to ensure the predictability of mastectomy flap 
viability to avoid devastating implant exposure. While 
certain factors are inherently out of the surgeon’s control, 
maintaining strict exclusion criteria for prepectoral 
reconstruction will minimize the risk of having to 
alter the reconstructive plan intraoperatively. Relative 
contraindications include patients with comorbidities such 
as uncontrolled diabetes, morbid obesity, recent or current 
tobacco use, as well as those with a history of preoperative 
radiation (Table 1). These patients may benefit from 
implant placement either completely or partially under the 
pectoralis muscle to provide an additional vascularized layer 
between the reconstruction and potentially compromised 
skin flaps. Patients expected to receive postoperative 
radiation, on the other hand, may benefit from prepectoral 
implant placement as radiation-induced pectoralis fibrosis 
and distortion overlying the implant are avoided (41).

Breast size and ptosis are also important to consider. 
Increasing breast ptosis will result in a greater distance from 
the chest wall to the mastectomy flap edges, resulting in 
more compromised skin perfusion. In cases of prepectoral 
reconstruction, support of the implant with fixation of at 
least an anterior sheet of ADM/mesh to the chest wall will 
help to minimize pressure from the implant on mastectomy 
flaps. Skin reduction techniques, in both an immediate and 
delayed fashion, have been described in subpectoral (42) 
and prepectoral (43) reconstruction. These may be utilized 
in patients with large and/or ptotic breasts to reduce the 
skin envelope to better accommodate the underlying tissue 
expander or permanent implant. 

The amount of subcutaneous tissue superficial to the 
breast capsule, or superficial breast fascia, varies among 
patients (44-46). Assessment of the subcutaneous breast 
layer is of utmost importance in determining ability to 
perform prepectoral implant placement as this is the 
sole tissue layer overlying the implant. Further, breast 
subcutaneous thickness will influence aesthetic outcomes, 
particularly with regards to contour deformities and skin 
rippling. Preoperative estimation of thickness with a pinch 
test will help assess whether subpectoral reconstruction may 
provide better upper pole contour than prepectoral implant 
placement (in patients within minimal subcutaneous tissue) 
or if ancillary procedures such as fat grafting and/or ADM 
placement may be needed to prevent/treat hollowing or 
rippling if prepectoral reconstruction is to be performed. 
Delayed reconstruction can also be considered in these 
patients. While these estimates are helpful, they are 
entirely dependent on the relative thickness of skin flaps 
after mastectomy and must therefore be re-evaluated 
intraoperatively. Importantly, thin patients are not 
contraindicated for prepectoral reconstruction (47); rather, 
the appropriate technical modifications, such as optimal 
preservation of the subcutaneous layer and adjunctive fat 
grafting, must be planned to optimize aesthetic results.

Oncologic considerations

As with any form of breast reconstruction, oncologic 
extirpation and postoperative monitoring for recurrent 
or new primary malignancies are of utmost importance. 
Very large tumors and gross axillary nodal involvement 
have been considered contraindications for implant  
placement (48). In the case of prepectoral reconstruction, 
additional consideration must be given to deep tumors or 
those along the chest wall (49). Imaging for postoperative 

Table 1 Preoperative considerations for subpectoral vs. prepectoral 
reconstruction

Patient selection

Comorbidities

Uncontrolled diabetes mellitus

Morbid obesity

Tobacco use

History of radiation

Subcutaneous tissue thickness

Fat grafting donor site availability

Oncologic considerations

Chest wall tumors

Cancer stage

Surgical planning with oncologic surgeon

Reconstructive technique

Immediate implant

Two-stage tissue expander

Patient preferences

Patient activity, work and hobbies

Animation deformity

Shared decision making
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screening can be limited in detecting chest wall recurrence, 
particularly with suprapectoral implants, and therefore 
subpectoral implants should be considered if oncologically 
feasible. The oncologic safety of prepectoral reconstruction 
is not fully elucidated in these cases while stage IV disease 
has been associated with increased expander complications 
in prepectoral reconstruction (37). Therefore, prepectoral 
reconstruction is generally contraindicated in cases of 
late cancer stage or any patients deemed at high risk of 
recurrence (50). In all cases, the plane of desired implant 
placement should be discussed with the oncologic surgeon 
preoperatively to formulate a mutual operative plan. 

Reconstructive technique

Single-stage immediate implant and two-stage tissue 
expander reconstruction have both been reported with 
prepectoral breast reconstruction (30,36). Immediate implant 
reconstruction in itself has specific selection criteria including 
preoperative breast size and ptosis, skin quality and excess, 
patient co-morbidities, as well as patient preference for 
postoperative breast size (10). Notably, implant size greater 
than 400 mL has been associated with increased complications 
in immediate one-stage implant reconstruction (10).  
These factors are even more critical in prepectoral 
reconstruction as mastectomy flaps have less tolerance for an 
implant-pocket size mismatch resulting in increased tissue 
stress and risk of complications. Selection criteria is therefore 
more stringent. While no absolute contraindications exist, 
patients with multiple relative contraindications for one-
stage implant reconstruction, such as age and smoking as 
enumerated elsewhere, should preferentially be offered two-
stage reconstruction. Further, patients desiring a larger 
post-operative breast size or in whom immediate implant 
placement places too great stress on the mastectomy flaps are 
better served with two-stage reconstruction. 

Patient preferences

An increas ing  number  o f  b i l a tera l  prophylac t i c  
mastectomies (51) and immediate breast reconstructions (52) are 
being performed in younger patients at high risk for familial 
breast cancer. Young and active patients may prefer to avoid 
the morbidity of pectoralis disinsertion. At the severe end 
of this spectrum is animation deformity, which can be a 
nuisance to patients in milder cases or cause significant 
pain and aesthetic deformity in severe cases (53,54). Even 
subtle animation deformity can be particularly bothersome 
for athletes or women that regularly perform upper body 
exercise. In these patients, prepectoral reconstruction may 
be particularly beneficial to overall quality of life (55).

Shared decision-making is a critical aspect of the 
preoperative consultation (56,57). Patients must not only 
be aware, but thoroughly understand, the implications of 
each reconstructive technique. For example, potentially 
higher rates of rippling and need for revision, including fat 
grafting, in prepectoral reconstructions must be weighed 
against the potential animation deformity in subpectoral 
reconstruction if no clear technique preference is evident. 
This process of shared-decision making will allow patient 
and plastic surgeon to mutually decide on treatment plans 
and arrive at realistic expectations for surgical outcomes. 
Importantly, patients must understand that the final 
decision to pursue prepectoral or subpectoral reconstruction 
occurs intraoperatively, and can change based on certain 
intraoperative factors to provide the best and safest 
reconstruction for the patient. 

Intraoperative considerations

The most critical aspect in success of prepectoral 
reconstruction is the quality of mastectomy flaps (Table 2). 
While mastectomy flap necrosis is a potentially devastating 
complication regardless off reconstructive technique, 
it represents an even greater reconstructive threat with 
prepectoral implant placement as no vascularized tissue is 
interposed between the compromised skin and underlying 
implant. Well-perfused mastectomy skin and a nipple-
areola complex (in nipple-sparing mastectomy) flaps are 
mandatory in any case of prepectoral reconstruction. This 
requires maintaining the superficial circulation of the breast 
by preserving the subcutaneous breast layer by precise 
dissection at the level of the superficial breast fascia.

After evaluation of patient candidacy for prepectoral 
implant placement on an individual basis, the next key 

Table 2 Intraoperative considerations for subpectoral vs. prepectoral 
reconstruction

Mastectomy flap quality

Relative flap thickness

Bleeding skin edges

Lack of exposed dermis

Indocyanine green angiography

Tension on flap skin edges
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decision point in choosing subpectoral vs. prepectoral 
implant placement is during the evaluation of mastectomy 
flaps intraoperatively. Ideally, an operative plan is formulated 
with the breast surgeon after evaluating preoperative 
imaging for the thickness of subcutaneous tissue anterior 
to the breast capsule, the location of the tumor and areas 
of extension of breast tissue to the superficial hypodermis. 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) evaluation of pre- and 
post-operative breasts have shown that though the thickness 
of the subcutaneous layer is highly variable among patients, 
a significantly increased rate of ischemic complications 
is seen with a lower ratio of overall postoperative to 
preoperative flap thickness and postoperative flap thickness 
below an absolute thickness of 8.0 mm (46).

Preemptive evaluation and a coordinated discussion of 
these factors with the oncologic surgeon can help avoid 
unwanted surprises in the operating room after completion 
of mastectomy. At this time, mastectomy flaps must be 
thoroughly assessed for quality and viability. Clinically, this 
entails examining the flaps for signs of adequate perfusion 
such as bleeding at skin edges, preservation of subcutaneous 
fat under skin flaps and lack of exposed dermis (40). It 
is important to note that while absolute thickness is not 
always predictive of perfusion, preserved relative thickness 
to patient’s preoperative subcutaneous layer is an important 
surrogate for perfusion (46). Indocyanine green angiography 
is also a useful adjunctive tool to assess for tissue perfusion 
if epinephrine-containing solutions have not been utilized. 
Any concern for poor mastectomy flap quality represents an 
indication for subpectoral implant placement to allow for an 
additional vascularized layer of tissue between the implant 
and compromised skin flaps. In cases of questionable 
mastectomy flap viability in patients who will not tolerate 
subpectoral implant placement, reconstruction may be 
deferred to delay the skin flaps prior to prepectoral device 
placement in a delayed fashion.

Other important factors at the time of surgery include 
tension on skin flaps if large amounts of skin have been 
resected. Excess tension can also predispose to ischemia at 
flap edges in which case immediate prepectoral reconstruction 
should be avoided. Furthermore, intraoperative evaluation 
of flap thickness permits assessment of the potential need for 
adjunctive techniques to optimize aesthetic results. Thin skin 
flaps with a paucity of subcutaneous tissue can lead to implant 
visibility, palpability and ripping. In such cases, a subpectoral 
reconstruction may provide additional soft tissue support 
to minimize these complications. On the other hand, these 
issues can be treated with ADM placement and/or immediate 

or delayed fat grafting.

Postoperative considerations

Goals of implant-based reconstruction regardless of implant 
location in the sub- or pre-pectoral plane include obtaining 
an aesthetic reconstruction with minimal complications 
in the acute and long-term postoperative period. Each 
reconstructive technique possesses unique considerations 
with a predisposition to particular long-term complications 
that require close monitoring and diagnosis. In certain 
cases, these complications may warrant implant pocket 
change from subpectoral to prepectoral, or vice versa. This 
underscores the importance of plastic surgeons being facile 
with both prepectoral and subpectoral techniques.

Subpectoral to prepectoral

Subpectoral to prepectoral pocket change is typically 
performed for animation deformity. The prevalence 
of animation deformity has been found to be higher in 
breast reconstruction compared to breast augmentation, 
with a minority, but still significant portion, reporting 
severe symptoms (54). Pocket change to the prepectoral 
space typically involves detachment and reinsertion of 
the pectoralis to the chest wall (with or without anterior 
capsulectomy), creation of a neo-pocket in the subcutaneous 
plane, and prepectoral implant placement with ADM/mesh 
reinforcement similar to primary reconstruction cases. 
Series on prepectoral revisions have reported resolution of 
animation deformity in the vast majority of cases with low 
complication rates (58,59).

Prepectoral to subpectoral

Implant exchange from the prepectoral to subpectoral 
space has traditionally been performed for severe cases of 
capsular contracture, in addition to total capsulectomy, 
when implants were originally placed in the subcutaneous 
plane. Reported rates of capsular contracture in prepectoral 
reconstruction with ADM have been low (36), and therefore 
the incidence of need for subpectoral pocket change may be 
decreasing. Long-term outcomes with regards to capsular 
contracture with prepectoral reconstruction, however, 
remains to be fully elucidated and limits the conclusions 
that can be made. 

Pocket change from the prepectoral to subpectoral 
plane can also be performed to treat sequelae of soft 
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tissue deficiency over the implant such as rippling and 
implant visibility or palpability (Table 3). Transition to 
the subpectoral plane can augment soft tissue thickness 
overlying the implant and can be utilized in combination 
with other revisional techniques such as ADM placement 
and fat grafting. Often the latter procedures may suffice 
for treating small deformities; however, implant exchange 
to the subpectoral plane can aid with more severe cases, 
particularly when the breast skin flap is very thin.

Conclusions

Prepectoral breast reconstruction has the potential to 
minimize the morbidity associated with submuscular 
reconstruction and animation deformity with promising 
reconstructive outcomes. The success of prepectoral 
reconstruction, however, is highly reliant on preoperative 
patient selection and intraoperative decision-making. While 
some patients will have excellent outcomes with prepectoral 
implant placement, others will be better served by either 
dual-plane or total subpectoral placement. The factors that 
influence this decision include various preoperative patient 
characteristics and intraoperative markers of mastectomy 
flap quality. Understanding the benefits and limitations of 
each technique will help the plastic surgeon decide on the 
appropriate procedure that will optimize reconstructive 
results  and patient satisfaction while minimizing 
complications. Importantly, these decisions must be made 
together with the patient and ablative surgeon in order to 
arrive at the best oncologic and reconstructive outcomes.
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